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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the  coordination language, a core language for specifying dynamic networks of
components. The language is inspired by the Manifold coordination language and by the -calculus. The
main concepts of the language are components, classes, objects and channels. A program in  consists of
a number of components, where each component is a collection of classes separable from its original context
and re-usable in any other context. An object is an instance of a class that executes in parallel with the other
objects active in the system. The  language diers from other models of object-oriented systems mainly in
its treatment of communication and mobility: communication is anonymous via synchronous or asynchronous
channels, while mobility is obtained by moving channels in the virtual space of linked objects. Thus, a channel
is a transferable capability of communication, and objects are mobile in the sense that their communication
possibilities may change during a computation. The language  itself does not impose exogenous coordination,
meaning that the coordination primitives aecting each object can be executed within the computation of the
object itself. However, only simple restrictions on the class-denitions of a  program suce to enforce a
separation between computation and coordination. Interaction typically occurs anonymously and under the full
control of the objects involved. This make it easier to deal with Internet application where security policies
must be enforced in view of the possibilities of attacks.
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Most of the software produced today is purpose-built, monolithic, and one of a kind. Frequently, the
systems built are so complex that individual pieces of software cannot be reused easily because their
code strongly depends on that of the system in which they are integrated.
Component-based software engineering oers a solution to this problem by emphasizing modular
architecture for partial development of systems and incremental enhancement of functionality by
adding or replacing components.
A component is a basic unit of functionality describing a common structure and behavior of a
system. It must be separable from its original context and usable in any other context; that is, a
component must be designed to be composed [23]. The property of components that allows their use
as separable elements of systems permits applications to be adapted by changing existing components
or introducing new ones.
Component-based software is often implemented using a collection of components and a specic
script (or coordination) language that prescribes how components are plugged together. Although it
is possible to realize component-based software without employing object oriented technology, object
oriented languages like C++ [27] and Java [16] provide a rather sophisticated support for component
software.
In this paper, we present , a component-based core-language for distributed and mobile pro-
cesses. The language is based on the formal notions of component, class and object. A program in
 consists of a number of components, where each component is a collection of classes separable as a
whole from its original context and re-usable in any other context. Objects are created dynamically,
and are active and distributed meaning that their execution proceeds in parallel with that of all other
objects active in the system. The  language diers from other models of parallel object-oriented
systems like POOL [4] or the actor model [3] mainly in its treatment of interaction. Objects com-
municate anonymously (in fact, objects do not even have identities) via synchronous or asynchronous
channels. As such, the language  provides a more appropriate basis for modeling the coordination
of components.
In  one can describe networks that recongure themselves because of a uniform treatment of
ordinary values and references to channels and class names. A channel is a transferable capability
of communication, and objects are mobile in the sense that their communication possibilities may
change during the course of a computation. In this sense mobility is obtained as in the -calculus [22]
by moving channels in the virtual space of linked objects.
The language  itself does not enforce exogenous coordination, meaning that the primitives for
plugging the components together can be intermixed with the other primitives used for describing
the behavior of a component [26]. In other words, the  language itself does not embody specic
constructs to enforce the dichotomy implied by the paradigm ‘application = components + scripts’.
Instead,  focuses on a coordination mechanism wherein the plugging of components depends on the
data exchanged through component interactions. However, simple restrictions may be imposed on the
structure of the classes of a  program in order to enforce a separation between computation and
coordination.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we present the language . We briefly
describe the language in terms of its dierent levels of abstraction for specifying an application, and
then we discuss how coordination is achieved. In section 3, we dene a formal operational semantics
for the language in two steps. First, we dene the semantics of each object in isolation in terms of
a labeled transition system. Then, we combine all these transition systems in order to describe the
behavior of a single program in . In Section 4, we illustrate programming in the  language by
two small examples. In Section 5, we illustrate how  conceptually supports the coordination needed
for Internet applications. Finally, in Section 6, we present some perspective on future work and relate
 to other work on communicating and mobile agent systems.
42. The language 
The  language is a basic language for describing dynamically changing networks of active concurrent
processes. Its basic concepts are components, classes, objects, and communication channels.
2.1 Components, classes and objects
An object is a run-time entity with an encapsulated state, capable of oering services to its environ-
ment. In class-based object-oriented languages, like Java, the behavior of all objects is described by
a nite collection of static entities, the classes. Thus, a class provides a generic description of the
behavior of its instances, the objects. Components provide static building blocks similar to classes. A
component is a collection of classes, together with an interface specifying the name of the classes that
can be activated by other components. The classes in the interface play the role of the component
application program interface, describing the data and channels that a component needs in order to
correctly function and the channels where the return values are provided by the component. Thus, a
component, as a collection of classes (some of which may be known to other components) provides an
abstraction from its internal class-structure. Clearly, each class can be seen as a component, but by
encapsulating several classes into a component one achieves more flexibility, since this facilitates the
reuse of a substantial part of an application within another.
A  program consists of a collection of components, together with a designated root-component
and a name of a root-class in its interface. The execution of the program starts by creating an object
instance of the root-class of this root-component. Some of the class names available at the interfaces
of the components may be provided to the object starting the computation by the initial environment.
2.2 The coordination space
Objects are the basic computational entities in the execution of a program. An object operates on its
internal data which is not accessible to other objects. Objects interact only by means of sending and
receiving data through channels. Channels are created dynamically. In fact, the creation of an object
consists of the creation of a channel which connects it with its creator. This channel has a unique
identity which is initially known only to the created object and its creator. As with any channel, the
identity of this initial channel too can be communicated to other objects via other channels. Thus,
we see that channels are dynamic entities that move in the virtual space of linked objects. As in the
 calculus, mobility is obtained by abstracting from the notion of physical location: the identity of a
channel can be sent via a channel to another active object. In this way, no interposition of specialized
middleware { like CORBA [24] or DCOM [21] { is necessary.
We distinguish two kinds of channels: asynchronous and synchronous. Asynchronous channels
enforce a decoupling between the parties engaged in communication in terms of identities (commu-
nication is anonymous as objects themselves do not have a referable identity), location (there is no
notion of physical location), and time (communication is asynchronous). The same holds also for
synchronous channels, except for the time decoupling, because the two interacting partners are forced
to execute their synchronization actions at the same time. Any data can pass through the channels
from one object to another, including class names. Passing a class name can be used to make an object
aware of the existence of other parts of the system, while passing a reference to a channel supports
dynamic reconguration and mobility.
2.3 The syntax
A program in the language  is a collection of components. A component itself, in turn, is a collection
of class denitions, where a class denition consists of an association of a unique name taken from a
set CN of class names (with c as its typical element), with a statement describing the behavior of the
objects that belong to that class. We require that root is the name of one of the classes, an instance
of which will start the execution of the program. In this section we introduce the formal syntax of
the class statements.
The statement of a class is executed by object instances of that class. Objects posses some internal
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data that are stored in their variables. Variables of objects are private, i.e., the data stored in the
variable of an object is not accessible by another object, even if both objects are instances of the same
class. We denote by Var , with its typical elements x ; y; : : : , the set of all variables of all instances of
all classes. The value of a variable can be either an element of a specic data type, like integer or
boolean, a class name, or a reference to a channel. We denote by T , with its typical element t , the
set of data types, including bool, the boolean type, chn, the channel type, and cls, the class type. The
set of variables Var is partitioned by the set of types T . We denote by Var t the subset of variables
in Var of type t 2 T . For every object, we assume a designated variable (locally) named chn to be in
Var chn. This variable will, upon creation of an object, contain a reference to a channel connecting it
to its creator.
Objects can interact only by sending and receiving messages via undirected channels. A message
contains exactly one value; this can be of any type, including channel references or class names. There
are two basic types of channels: synchronous and asynchronous. A synchronous channel is a zero-
length buer that can receive a value only if it can be delivered immediately. An asynchronous channel
is an (unbounded) FIFO buer. We denote by CM = fsyn; asyg the set of communication modes.
For each data type t 2 T , there exists a set Expt of local expressions. Typical examples are
expressions like x + y, x = y, or x >4. The evaluation of a local expression by an object depends only
on its current internal state. Moreover, we assume that the evaluation of an expression e 2 Expt by
an object always terminates, resulting in a value of type t . Furthermore, no side-eects result from
such evaluation.
The set Act of primitive actions of objects is dened by the following grammar:
a :: = x : = e x 2 Var t ; e 2 Expt
j x : = new(e;m) x 2 Var chn; e 2 Expcls;m 2 CM
j x !y x 2 Var chn; y 2 Var t
j x?y x 2 Var chn; y 2 Var t :
Primitive actions are the basic operations of . The execution of an assignment x : = e by an object
consists of assigning the value resulting from evaluation of the expression e to its variable x .
The execution of the statement x : = new(e;m) by an object has the consequent of creating a new
object and a new channel which, initially, forms a link between the two (creator and created) objects.
The name of the class of which the new object is an instance is the result of the evaluation of the
expression e. The communication mode of the new channel is specied by m. A reference to this new
channel is assigned both to the variable x of the creator object, as well as to the variable chn of the
newly created object.
The actions x !y and x?y are the only communication primitives in . The execution of the output
action x !y sends the value stored in the variable y to the channel referred to by the variable x . The
execution of the input action x?y reads a value of a type compatible with the variable y from the
channel referred to by the variable x . The read value is taken out of the channel and then stored in
the variable y. The input action is blocking, meaning that its execution blocks until a value of the
appropriate type is available through the specied channel.
Primitive actions can be composed yielding statements S using the standard operations of sequential
composition, conditional selection, alternative choice, and iteration. Additionally, we assume guarded
statements of the form ‘q ! S ’, where q denotes an external expression, the evaluation of which
involves external information about the state of one of the known channels. Informally, the execution
of the statement S in a guarded statement q! S depends on the evaluation to true of the external
expression q. This evaluation takes place in two phases: rst local, and then external. The purpose
of the local evaluation is to substitute values for all variables that appear in q. The result of the local
evaluation is a single channel reference k , and a single closed external expression q 0. The purpose
of the external evaluation is to evaluate q 0 on the state of the channel k . The external evaluation
always terminates and returns a boolean value. An example of an external expression is empty(x ), for
x a variable of type chn, which tests whether the channel referred to by the variable x is empty. We
6denote by Query the set of all external expressions, also called queries, by CQuery  Query the set
of all closed external expressions, and by Stat the set of statements, with its typical element S , which
describe the behavior of objects.
3. A transition system semantics
We now dene a formal operational semantics for programs in the coordination language . Follow-
ing [8] we proceed in two steps: rst we dene a labeled local transition system for the description of
the behavior of an object in isolation, and then we dene an unlabeled global transition system which
describes the behavior of a dynamic network of objects. In the local transition system, the interactions
of an object with the network involve assumptions about the behavior of the network. These assump-
tions are reflected in the labels of their corresponding local transitions. Dierent assumptions give rise
to dierent transitions, and as such, the unknown global network induces a non-determinism on the
local transition system of an object. At the level of the global transition system, this non-determinism
is ltered out.
3.1 Semantics of objects
To dene the semantics of objects, we assume for each type t 2 T a set Val t of values of type t ,
with its typical element v . Thus, Valbool, for instance, denotes the two-element boolean set ftt ; g.
Furthermore, Val cls = CN , i.e., class names denotes themselves, and Val chn is some innite set of
channel identities. We denote by Val the set of all basic values, including the boolean values, the class
names, and the channel identities.
The set of local states  of an object is given by  = Var ! (Val [ f?g), where Var denotes the
set of all variables and ‘?’ stands for ‘undened’ or ‘uninitialized’. As usual, for every state s 2 ,
variable x 2 Var and value v 2 Val , we denote by s [v=x ] the state which evaluates to s(y) for every
y 6= x and evaluates to v otherwise.
We postulate the existence of a local evaluation function for local and external expressions
E :(Exp ! (! (Val [ f?g)))[
(Query ! (! ((Val  CQuery) [ f?g))) :
The function E maps, for each state s , expressions e of type t to values of the same type t or ? (which
stands for ‘undened’), and queries q to values of type chn together with a closed external expression
or ?. This function gives the semantics of the local expressions and queries with respect to the local
state of an object: E(e)(s) = v means that in the state s , the local expression e has the value v ,
E(q)(s) = hv ; q 0i means that in the state s , the external expression q has to be evaluated as closed
expression q 0 in the channel v . The evaluation of an expression or a query in a certain state to ?
means that it is undened in that state.
The dynamics of an object of class c is described in terms of a labeled transition relation between
congurations of the form hS ; si, with S 2 Stat and s 2 . Such a pair hS ; si indicates that the
statement S is to be executed in the internal state s .
Assignment:
hx : = e; si −! hnil; s [E(e)(s)=x ]i
The state that results from the execution of an assignment is obtained by changing the value of the
variable x in the original state s to the value resulting from the evaluation of the expression e in the
original state s . The label  on the transition indicates that this action is local and has no eect on
the environment.
Object creation: If E(e)(s) = c 2 CN then for any v 2 Valchn
hx : = new(e;m); si hv :m;ci−! hnil; s [v=x ]i
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The local eect of creating a new object of class c is the assignment of a channel name v to the
variable x . Here, v is an arbitrary channel name chosen under the assumption that it is indeed a
globally new name. This assumption is veried at the level of the global transition system. The label
on the transition also contains the information about the communication mode of this channel. Note
that this action takes place only if the evaluation of the expression e returns a correct class name that
is dierent than ?.
Output: If s(x ) = v 2 Valchn and s(y) = w 6= ? then
hx !y; si v !w−! hnil; si
A deadlock occurs when attempting to send an undened value or to send a value to an undened
channel (i.e., when s(x ) = ? or s(y) = ?). The communication itself is recorded in the label of the
transition.
Input: If s(x ) = v 6= ? and y 2 Var t then for any w 2 Val t ,
hx?y; si v?w−! hnil; s [w=y]i
As for the output, a deadlock occurs when attempting to receive a value from an undened channel.
Again, the communication itself is recorded in the label of the transition.
Query: If E(q)(s) = hv ; q 0i then
hq!S ; si q
0(v)−! hS ; si and hq!S ; si :q
0(v)−! hnil; si
The execution of a statement guarded by a query starts by evaluating the query with respect to
the local state of the object. If it returns a channel name v and an external query q 0, then q 0 is
evaluated on the internal state of the channel v , otherwise a deadlock occurs. When no deadlock
occurs, depending on whether q 0 evaluates to false or true, the execution of the guarded statement
respectively terminates, or continues with the statement S . Locally, an assumption is made about
this external evaluation, reflected in the two transitions above: the leftmost assumes that the query
q 0 holds in the state of the channel v , whereas the one on the right assumes the contrary.
The local transition rules for sequential composition, conditional selection, alternative choice and
iteration are standard and therefore we omit them here.
3.2 Semantics of a  program
We conclude this section with the denition of the operational semantics of a program in . The
operational semantics of a program is dened in terms of a global transition system.
First, we introduce the notion of the state of the existing channels of a network of objects. Such
a state  species the existing channels, that is, the channels that have already been created, and
the contents of their buers. Formally, (chn)  (Val chn  CM ) is a nite set of channel identities,
each with an indication of its mode, i.e., either asynchronous or synchronous. Moreover, for every
existing channel hv ;mi 2 (chn), a state  species the contents of its buer, that is, (v)  Val
(Val denotes the set of nite sequences of elements in Val). Clearly, if v is a synchronous channel,
then its buer will always be empty, thus we require that if hv ; syni 2 (chn) then (v) = ".
For the formal treatment of external queries, we postulate the existence of an evaluation function
Q:(CQuery Valchn)! (Val ! Valbool)
mapping a closed query q and a channel name v to a boolean value for each content w of the buer
of v : Q(q; v)(w) = tt means that the query q holds in the buer w of the channel v , and, similarly,
Q(q; v)(w) =  means that the query q does not hold in the buer w of the channel v .
8The behavior of a network of objects is described in terms of a transition relation between congu-
rations of the form hX ; i, where  is the state of the existing channels and X is a nite multiset of
pairs of the form hS ; si, for some local state s and statement S . A pair of the form hS ; si denotes an
active object within the network: s denotes its current internal state and S the statement that is yet
to be executed.
Given a  program, we have the following global transition system.
Internal computation:
hS ; si −! hS 0; s 0i
hX ] fhS ; sig; i −! hX ] fhS 0; s 0ig; i
(Here ] denotes the union operation on multi-sets.) Internal computation of an object aects only
the local state of that object.
Object creation: If hv ;mi 62 (chn) for all m 2 CM , and S 00 is the body statement of class c then
hS ; si hv :m;ci−! hS 0; s 0i
hX ] fhS ; sig; i −! hX ] fhS 0; s 0i; hS 00; s 00ig; 0i
where 0 results from  by adding hv ;mi to (chn) and setting (v) = ". Moreover, s 00(x ) = ?, for
every variable x , that is, s 00 denotes the initial state of the newly created object.
In the semantics of object creation lies the main dierence between  and classical object-oriented
models. Objects have no identity that can be used by other objects as a reference for communication.
Communication happens only through channels that are created together with objects as links con-
necting each object with its creator object. However, references to channels can be passed from one
object to another. A reference to a channel cannot be used as a reference to an object. Note that
an object that does not know the reference to any channel, is isolated and as such cannot have any
influence on the environment.
External queries: If Q(q; v)((v)) = tt for an existing channel v (that is, hv ;mi 2 (chn) for some
m 2 CM ), then
hS ; si q(v)−! hS 0; s 0i
hX ] fhS ; sig; i −! hX ] fhS 0; s 0ig; i
otherwise
hS ; si :q(v)−! hS 0; s 0i
hX ] fhS ; sig; i −! hX ] fhS 0; s 0ig; i
The state of a channel can be queried by an object. A query on the state of the buer of a channel can
either be true or false, resolving the nondeterminism in the local execution of an externally guarded
statement.
Input: If (v) = w  u for some u 2 Val then
hS ; si v?u−! hS 0; s 0i
hX ] fhS ; sig; i −! hX ] fhS 0; s 0ig; 0i
where 0 = [w=v ], that is, 0 and  are dierent only because 0(v) = w .
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An input primitive from an asynchronous channel v is executed only if the channel v can deliver a
value of the right type to the requesting object. Otherwise, the execution of the primitive is delayed.
If several objects require values from the same channel then only one such request is satised by each
value in the channel buer. Note that the non-determinism of an input in the local transition system
is resolved here.
Output: If hv ; asyi 2 (chn) then
hS ; si v !w−! hS 0; s 0i
hX ] fhS ; sig; i −! hX ] fhS 0; s 0ig; 0i
where 0 = [w  (v)=v ], that is 0 and  are dierent only because 0(v) = w  (v).
An output command to an asynchronous channel never blocks and its execution causes the introduc-
tion of a new value into the buer of the channel. When several objects output to the same channel,
the order in which their proposed values are introduced into the channel buer is non-deterministic.
Generally, an object does not need to be aware of the communication mode of the channel it is using
for its output. The case where v is a synchronous channel is treated by the following rule.
Synchronization: If hv ; syni 2 (chn) then
hS ; si v !w−! hS ; si and hS 0; s 0i v?w−! h S 0; s 0i
hX ] fhS ; si; hS 0; sig; i −! hX ] fhS ; si; h S 0; s 0ig; i
An output command to a synchronous channel is performed only together with an input command on
the same channel. In this case, the synchronous input and output commands (on the same channel)
cannot be executed independently and they are delayed until such a synchronization is possible.
4. Examples
We now illustrate programming in the  language by a few small examples. To keep the examples
readable we write primitive actions without guards, meaning that they are implicitly guarded by an
expression that always evaluate to true in every state. Furthermore, we do not write the statement
nil at the end of a class body, and omit unnecessary parenthesis.
The rst example shows a component consisting of two classes. The more interesting one of these
two, when instantiated, returns back on its initial connection the identier of a new asynchronous
channel:
NIL  nil
NEWCHN  x : = new(NIL; asy) ; chn!x :
The interface of the component consists only of the class NEWCHN . When an object creates an
instance of this class it receives back a reference to a new asynchronous channel that is guaranteed
to be empty and not known to any other active object. This reference can later be passed to another
object, establishing a new communication link.
Next, we write a  program using the above component for the specication of the Wide Mouthed
Frog protocol [11]. There is a server ROOT that is connected to two clients ProcA and ProcB by two
dierent channels. In order to establish a private communication link between the two clients, ProcA
creates a new asynchronous channel using the above component, NEWCHN , and asks the server to
communicate it to the other client. The  description of the classes ROOT , ProcA and ProcB is as
10
follows:
ROOT  x : = new(ProcA; syn) ;
y: = new(ProcB ; syn) ;
x?z ;
y!z




ProcB  chn?x ;
do x?msg ; use message msg od :
An object of the ROOT class creates the two clients ProcA and ProcB , receives a channel reference
from the rst and sends it to the second. The client ProcA invokes an instance of the component
NEWCHN to receive a fresh reference to an asynchronous channel, sends it to the server via its initial
communication link chn, and then sends n messages to the other client via this new channel. Finally,
the client ProcB receives a reference to a channel from the server and reads the messages coming
through this channel.
Procedures can be modeled in the  language as classes: the parameters are passed via a channel
and the return values can be passed back to the calling process via another channel. We illustrate this
by the following component that calculates the factorial of a number received via its initial connection:
FACT  chn?n ;
IF n  1 THEN back : = 1
ELSE child : = new(FACT ;SYN ) ;
parameter1: = n − 1 ;
child !parameter1 ;
child?result ;
back : = n  result ;
FI ;
chn!back :
If an object executes the statement x : = NEW (FACT ;SYN ) and then sends an integer n via the
channel x , it will receive back on the same channel the factorial of n.
The next example illustrates how Dijkstra’s semaphores can be implemented using a shared asyn-
chronous channel.
SEMAPHORE  sem: = new(NIL; asy) ;
x : = new(USER; syn) ; x !sem
y: = new(USER; syn) ; y!sem ;
token: = true ; sem!token





   :
Finally, we write a  program with three components: a sender, a receiver and a root, which
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establishes a communication link between the two.
ROOT (y1; y2)  x1: = new(y1; syn) ;
x2: = new(y2; syn) ;
x1!x2
SEND  y: = 0 ;
chn?x ;
do x !y ; y: = y + 1 od
REC  do chn?y ;    od
The sender receives through its initial connection a reference to a channel through which it sends
the values it produces. The receiver uses its initial connection for receiving values. The connection
between the sender and the receiver is established by an instance of the ROOT class, which can
start its computation in an initial state where the class name SEND is stored in y1 and REC in y2,
respectively. The communication between the sender and the receiver is synchronous, but the two
objects are not aware of it. Indeed, asynchronous communication could be established by adapting
the body of the class ROOT : replace x1: = new(y1; syn) by x1: = new(y1; asy). Note that the two
components SEND and REC are not aected by this adaptation.
5. Coordinating mobile components
In Internet applications, there is a growing interest for software applications that execute computation
while moving around the network. Not surprisingly, the structure of such applications is highly
distributed. Since distributed systems are very complex in general, software abstractions are needed
to simplify the task [20]. In , components are natural units of distribution that abstract from the
dierence between local and remote communication. Local interaction takes places amongst objects
that are instances of classes within the same component (i.e., likely to be located at the same site),
while remote interaction takes place amongst objects of classes of dierent components.
The language  itself does not impose exogenous coordination, meaning that the coordination
primitives aecting each object can be executed within the computation of the object itself. A
system described by a program consists of a dynamically evolving collection of processes and channels
which run in parallel and communicate with each other by maintaining and passing around channel
references. Interaction typically occurs anonymously but under the full control of the objects involved.
While this ensures security in the communication (as we argue below), it is sometimes preferable to
have a clear separation between computation and coordination to facilitate the reuse of code.
The separation of the computational aspects from the coordination in  can be obtained by
specifying for each class in the component interface its external channels. An external channel x of
a component can be used only by its objects as a reference in an input or output communication.
Within the context of a component, these external channels play the role of constants, that is, their
values are not aected by the computation of its objects. The interface of a component is controlled by
a class , which is described as an implementation of the interface. Plugging an entire computational
component, therefore, simply consists of implementing its interface class. Such an implementation
itself acts like a port-manager. This port-manager has access only to the channels of the interface class
and thus, it cannot aect the computation of the component. A port-manager basically communicates
its controlled channels to other port-managers. The communication between dierent port-managers
in turn can be prescribed by a coordination protocol in . Such a coordination protocol basically
describes a coordinator whose only task is to create components and their associated port-managers,
and transmit channels received from one port-manager to another, thereby linking and relinking
dierent components. Such a coordination protocol abstracts from the internal computation of the
components. Moreover, it does not even know the external channels of is components, because these
are controlled by their respective port-managers. The use of such pure coordinators makes it easier
to adapt a coordination policy in dierent applications.
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Thus, the language  supports the methodology of com-ponent-based software engineering. Fur-
thermore, the feature of  that objects can have full control over their communication, is of particular
interest in Internet applications where security policies must be enforced to regulate inter-process com-
munication in view of the possibility of attacks. A reference to a channel shared by two objects may
be known to a third party only if one of the two objects divulges it via another channel. In such
circumstances, channels may be seen as private domains containing data accessible only to trusted
processes that have the right to access them. In this view, channels in  are related to shared-key
cryptography.
Analogs to other forms of cryptography can also be easily supported in the  calculus. For
example, a sub-language of  can be obtained by imposing a more rened type discipline on its
channel variables, so that a channel can be used by a process in either input or output mode only (but
not both). In such a sub-language, channels support a security mechanism analogous to public-key
cryptography based on key-pairs for encryption and decryption, respectively.
Gateways to impose access domain restriction can be easily implemented in . Such a gateway
would be a special object that maintains the initial connection with all other objects it creates, none of
which will be allowed to be accessible from the rest of the environment. This gateway object will not
allow channel references to be communicated through other channels. This allows all objects within a
domain to communicate with each other, but they will not have any direct communication links with
any other object outside the domain.
6. Conclusion and related work
In , objects of dierent components may interact (via channels) without a priori knowledge of the
internal class structure of the component to which the other object belongs. Thus, one component
can be replaced by another, provided that they both exhibit the same communication behavior. The
communication behavior of a component consists of the set of sequences generated by the operational
semantics of communications of the form u!v and u?v , where u!v indicates that the value of v has
been sent along channel u and u?v indicates that the value v has been received from channel u. Since
we do not want to distinguish identical programs that may assign dierent names to a channel because
of dierent naming mechanism, we must abstract from the specic identities of the channels. There-
fore, we in fact must consider sets of sequences of communications that are closed under renaming,
i.e., injective functions in Valchn ! Val chn. Currently, we are investigating an appropriate logic for
describing and reasoning about such sets of communication sequences. This logic of communication
sequences would then form a basis for a programming logic for proving that the set of communication
sequences of a component satises certain properties. Such a programming logic for components will
provide a formal basis for the actual practice of component-based software engineering.
In this paper, we have studied two basic type of object connectors: synchronous links and unbounded
FIFO buers. Other kinds of connectors can also be added to  without major modications to its
semantics. For example, one could create channels with a multiset or a set structure (i.e., a Linda-like
tuple space [13] or a Splice-like data-space [9]) when the ordering among data items is insignicant.
In this way, several generic software architectures can be described by the  language.
Currently, we are implementing the  language using Java [16]. The basic idea is to implement
channels as objects of a class chn in Java. This class contains appropriate data structures for repre-
senting the buer of a channel and method denitions for adding elements to and removing elements
from the buer. The class denitions of  will then correspond to (the subclasses of) a certain kind
of class in Java which takes into account the particular way objects interact and are created in .
The object creation of  can then be implemented as the object creation of its respective Java class,
together with the creation of an object instance of the class chn. Only a reference to this latter object
will be returned to the creator object.
The communication mechanism of the  language is inspired by that of the  calculus [22], uses
primitives for process interaction similar to those of CSP [17], and it is implemented using a notion
of channel similar to that used by the coordination language Manifold [5, 8]. The  calculus is a
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process calculus for communicating and mobile systems which abstract from the notion of state by
considering atoms as symbols, whereas the atomic constituents of the  language are interpreted as
state transformers. The communication mechanism of the language  in fact originates from the
introduction of a notion of state in the -calculus. Manifold is a coordination language that supports
dynamic (re)connection of input and output ports of components, depending on the current state
of an application. As in the Manifold language, coordination in  consists of dynamic creation of
objects and connections among them, and dynamic changes of these connection in reaction to the
data received.
The -calculus has been used as a semantic foundation for object-oriented languages [28], for cryp-
tographic calculi like the Spi calculus [1] and the Ambient calculus [12], and for several languages
for composing components. Examples include Piccola [2], a language for composing components that
communicate by passing extensible records, and Darwin [19], a conguration language that models
composition of distributed agents in terms of data-flows. A CCS-like calculus for the Olan congura-
tion language [15] is also based on the same concept, supporting the specication of applications as
hierarchies of components glued together by connectors. These languages, however, dier from  in
that, contrary to the -calculus, they do not involve the notion of a state.
The notion of component in  is similar to that of Manifold’s, and makes it possible for to
acquire and replace the implementation of a component at run-time, possibly from some independent
vendor over the net [6]. This notion supports the same kind of pluggability as obtained in the Java
language [16] by separating interfaces from classes.
The  language is very similar to the verication modeling language Promela, used in SPIN, a
tool for analyzing the logical consistency of distributed systems, specically of data communication
protocols [18]. The main dierence is that when processes are instantiated in Promela, they receive
a unique identity like in ordinary object-oriented languages. Furthermore, in Promela channels and
variables can be declared globally.
From a more theoretical point of view, the semantics of the  language is a direct extension of
the one presented in [7] for dynamic networks of asynchronously communicating objects. The use of
a two-level transition system to dene the formal semantics of  programs stems from [8].
The  language can also be compared with a number of models for Internet applications, most
of which use decoupled and associative coordination typical of the Linda coordination language [13].
For example, TuCSoN [25] is a model for programming Internet agents based on the notion of pro-
grammable local tuple spaces; Secure Object Space [10] is a model for mobile agents based on multiple
tuple spaces supporting privacy of data, security and logical channels; and Klaim [14] supports mo-
bility of code via the notion of physical location and the use of multiple tuple spaces with types for
representing access rights.
Acknowledgments: We want to thank the anonymous referees and all the members of the Amsterdam
Coordination Group for their comments on a preliminary version of this paper.
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